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Madagascar

Concerning the capacity to satisfy 
primary needs
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To be poor means…



Madagascar

To be deprived of To be deprived of To be deprived of To be deprived of 
clothingclothingclothingclothing

Not having houdehold Not having houdehold Not having houdehold Not having houdehold 
tools, and kitchen tools, and kitchen tools, and kitchen tools, and kitchen 
equipment nor a radioequipment nor a radioequipment nor a radioequipment nor a radio
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To have no rice nor To have no rice nor To have no rice nor To have no rice nor 
meat for eatingmeat for eatingmeat for eatingmeat for eating

Not being able to Not being able to Not being able to Not being able to 
go to schoolgo to schoolgo to schoolgo to school



Madagascar

To have a house To have a house To have a house To have a house 
with grasswith grasswith grasswith grass----roof roof roof roof charitycharitycharitycharity

To depend on others To depend on others To depend on others To depend on others 
and to survive from and to survive from and to survive from and to survive from 
charitycharitycharitycharity
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To be emprisoned To be emprisoned To be emprisoned To be emprisoned 
in a debt cyclein a debt cyclein a debt cyclein a debt cycle

Not to be able to Not to be able to Not to be able to Not to be able to 
buy drugs for buy drugs for buy drugs for buy drugs for 
health treatmenthealth treatmenthealth treatmenthealth treatment
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Concerning social exclusion
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To be poor means…



Madagascar

Not to be respected Not to be respected Not to be respected Not to be respected 
nor noticed and not nor noticed and not nor noticed and not nor noticed and not 
to dare to speakto dare to speakto dare to speakto dare to speak----upupupup

To be an To be an To be an To be an 
immigrantimmigrantimmigrantimmigrant
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To be childless, to be a widow To be childless, to be a widow To be childless, to be a widow To be childless, to be a widow 

Not to be able Not to be able Not to be able Not to be able 
to honor social to honor social to honor social to honor social 
obligationsobligationsobligationsobligations



Madagascar

Concerning lack of returns from 
labour
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labour

To be poor means …
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To be forced to let To be forced to let To be forced to let To be forced to let 
your children work your children work your children work your children work 
for the support of the for the support of the for the support of the for the support of the 
familyfamilyfamilyfamily
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To be forced to To be forced to To be forced to To be forced to 
migrate for workmigrate for workmigrate for workmigrate for work
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Concerning lack of assets for 
agricultural production
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agricultural production

To be poor means …



Madagascar

Not to possess Not to possess Not to possess Not to possess 
a zebua zebua zebua zebu

Not to have Not to have Not to have Not to have 
agricultural agricultural agricultural agricultural 
equipmentequipmentequipmentequipment
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No access to  land No access to  land No access to  land No access to  land 
for cultivationfor cultivationfor cultivationfor cultivation
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Concerning liquidity
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Concerning liquidity

To be poor means…
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No money nor No money nor No money nor No money nor 
savingssavingssavingssavings No money for inputs for No money for inputs for No money for inputs for No money for inputs for 

crop productioncrop productioncrop productioncrop production
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How society perceives the poor (according to the 
poor)

It is there own fault to be poorIt is there own fault to be poorIt is there own fault to be poorIt is there own fault to be poor
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But for the poor themselves, But for the poor themselves, But for the poor themselves, But for the poor themselves, 
poverty is a temporary poverty is a temporary poverty is a temporary poverty is a temporary 

situation due to badsituation due to badsituation due to badsituation due to bad----luck luck luck luck 
and is reversableand is reversableand is reversableand is reversable
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Thank you for your attention
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